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Editor’s Foreword

Traffic jam
By Joe Pavlat

jpavlat@opensystemsmedia.com
The Visual Networking Index (VNI) is
an ongoing initiative developed by
Cisco to forecast Internet Protocol (IP)
traffic over the next five years. The numbers are staggering. Global IP traffic is
expected to enter the zettabyte range
(yeah, I had to look it up, too). Much of
the growth will be in mobile devices,
with over 10 billion mobile devices and
connections in operation by 2018. The
VNI predicts a 61 percent compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) in mobile,
with video comprising 79 percent of all
mobile traffic (Figure 1). That is a tenfold increase in mobile traffic in just the
next five years, with more than half of
all traffic coming from non-PC devices.
Bill Huang, Head of R&D at the China
Mobile Research Institute, recently
said, “China Mobile is driving to a 300x
capacity increase with a 3x average revenue per customer increase.”
This landscape is creating major challenges for the telecom carriers, now frequently referred to as communications
service providers (CSPs). They can’t provide ten times more throughput by just
installing ten times more equipment and
hope to stay in business. No one will be
willing to pay $1,000 a month for their
smartphone bill. New approaches are
required. Providing functions that have
traditionally been done with specialized
hardware through software-based solutions like software-defined networking
(SDN) and network functions virtualization (NFV) are getting a lot of attention
and will help, but tomorrow’s telecom
networks will require a lot more than
rack after rack of commodity “pizza
box” servers. Video and voice require
lower latency and a much higher quality
of service (QoS) than buying a book from
Amazon. Specialized hardware and functions will still be required.
About a year ago, a group within
PICMG began to conceptualize a next-
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generation, standards-based platform that could provide a ten-fold increase in processing power, storage, networking bandwidth, and cooling than what’s possible with
AdvancedTCA (ATCA). That seemed like a good idea at the time, and many PICMG
members who build equipment for the CSPs went out and talked to their customers
about their needs. The feedback was that the industry could not wait five years for
a big platform to be developed and tested, and that these customers want ways to
increase network throughput quickly and more cheaply than before.
■ Internet Video ■ Web, E-mail, and Data ■ File Sharing

2013

›

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Figure 1 | Cisco’s annual Virtual Networking Index (VNI) forecasts 61 percent year-over-year
growth in mobile through 2018, 79 percent of which will be video traffic.

Projected Market Share of eCOTS and CSP COTS
eCOTS
CSP COTS

›

Figure 2 | The communications service provider (CSP) commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
market should be sizable enough to accommodate many vendors.
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At the Open Server Summit, held in
Santa Clara, CA in November, PICMG presented two papers on emerging requirements and held a well-attended round
table discussion to kick around ideas.
Chuck Byers, System Architect at Cisco,
and Doug Sandy, CTO of both PICMG
and Artesyn Embedded Computing,
spoke about these requirements.
Mr. Byers pointed out that CSPs need
more than simple compute servers
can provide. Additional networking,
storage, and various types of co-processing are required. Things like optical
interconnects, graphics processors, and
advanced cooling often don’t integrate
easily into simple servers. Good security
is becoming an important requirement
and will be even more important in an
“Internet of Things” world where big
and sometimes dangerous equipment
will be remotely controlled. A number
of military users I have spoken with want
security baked into the low-level hardware using mechanisms like hardware
root of trust.
Doug Sandy echoed many of Chuck’s
observations, and provided some of
his own. With the help of Markinetics,
a market research firm, Artesyn has dug
into the issue of commodity servers
versus specialized equipment for nextgeneration telecom networks. They
believe that only about 10 percent of
equipment needs can be provided by
enterprise-grade commercial-off-theshelf (eCOTS) hardware. A larger portion
of their equipment must provide low
latency, high availability, and be rugged
ized to NEBS-level standards.

“THEY WANT OPEN STANDARDS. IT WILL BE UP TO
ORGANIZATIONS LIKE PICMG TO PROVIDE THEM, AND
TO PROVIDE THEM AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.”

distributions. Solutions based on open standards, on the other hand, tend to take a
bit longer to develop but are generally stable for many years.
Both presentations are archived at www.openserversummit.com.

Right on Target

AIM-USA

A winning Pair
New 'ACE' products from AIM!
PC/104-Plus USB PMC/XMC ExpressCard PCI/PCIe Ethernet cPCI/PXI/PXIe VME VXI

ACE1553

ACE429

But CSPs also want to buy COTS gear
from a wide range of suppliers, much
like they do with ATCA. The “CSP
COTS” piece of the pie is larger than the
eCOTS portion, and should be an attractive market for many vendors (Figure 2).
They want open standards. It will be up
to organizations like PICMG to provide
them, and to provide them as quickly
as possible.
Doug also spoke to the trends in opensource hardware and software, pointing
out that open source initiatives can
develop solutions very quickly, but often
require external oversight to manage
www.picmg-systems.com

HARDWARE
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SOFTWARE
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100GBASE-KR4 (yes, 100)
powers the next iteration of
AdvancedTCA
Interview with Doug Sandy, Artesyn Embedded Technologies
Amidst unrelenting bandwidth challenges, operators are continually in search of core infrastructure upgrades that
can economically increase network capacity. In response, PICMG member companies have been working to apply
100 Gigabit per second (Gbps) backplane technology to AdvancedTCA (ATCA) systems since the release of the
IEEE 802.3bj-2014 standard in June, and are already seeing results. Doug Sandy, CTO of Embedded Computing
at Artesyn Embedded Technologies, discusses the development of a 100G ATCA-based platform and plans to
advance a 100 Gb ATCA specification.
PICMG: Give us some background on
Artesyn’s QuadStar product line.
At its heart, QuadStar is a switching
architecture that has four switch blades
or hubs, and each one of those fans out
to all of the other cards within a rack.
QuadStar could work with 10 Gigabit
Ethernet (GbE), 40 GbE, or 100 GbE
switching within an AdvancedTCA
(ATCA) shelf (Figure 1).
In QuadStar, the advantage is the use
case where three switches can be used
as active switches and the fourth is
standby, so you have a 3+1 redundancy
model – so at 40G you get 120 Gb to
each payload blade of usable redundant
bandwidth, and at 100G you get 300 Gb
of usable bandwidth; if you don’t need
redundancy then it’s 160 Gb of usable
bandwidth for 40G and 400 Gb of
usable bandwidth for 100G (Figure 2).
So that really ups the usable bandwidth
from the traditional dual-dual star mode,
which is two separate switching planes
where you have an active plus a standby.
So for that dual-dual star configuration
at 10G you would get 20 Gb of usable
bandwidth plus the redundancy, at 40G
you’d get 80 Gb plus redundancy, and
at 100G you’d get 200 Gb plus redundancy. So we’ve increased the redundant bandwidth with QuadStar by
50 percent over what you could get with
dual-dual star.

8

“... ONE THING WE FOUND THAT WAS ABSOLUTELY
CRITICAL TO CONTROL AT 100G IS CROSSTALK, EVEN MUCH
MORE SO THAN LOSSES.”

PICMG: What were some of the
challenges of implementing 100G
capability in an AdvancedTCA (ATCA)
architecture?
Recognizing the need for higher bandwidth, what we did with 100G was
leverage the signal integrity work and
the knowledge of the dynamics of the
backplane at a signaling level that we
developed for 40G and performed a
number of simulations on the backplane to determine what worked and
what wouldn’t work for 100G signaling
rates. Really what it came down to is
that at 100 Gb, the backplane channel
becomes very unforgiving of any sorts
of losses within the traces on the front
boards and switch cards, as well as the
trace that goes across the backplane
and the connectors that it goes across –
so any impedance discontinuities where
the trace geometries change (Figure 3,
page 10). The nominal impedance
for a backplane Ethernet channel is a
100 Ohm differential, but even through
just manufacturing processes that tends
to vary by plus or minus 5 or 10 percent.

| Winter 2014-2015 | PICMG Systems & Technology Buyer’s Guide

For 40 GbE, the PICMG 3.1 committee
found that the vias for the press fit connectors on the backplane were actually

›

Figure 1 | Artesyn’s QuadStar
backplane technology supports
100GBASE-KR4 switching and has been
implemented in Centellis 8000 series
platforms to create 100G AdvancedTCA
(ATCA) systems.
www.picmg-systems.com

an issue, and backdrilling, which is the
process of taking a drill and drilling out
the via that doesn’t need to be there,
was required for the backplane. At 100G,
all of that is a given – you have to control
your impedance, you have to limit your
via stubs. But the one thing we found
that was absolutely critical to control at
100G is crosstalk, even much more so
than losses. Insertion loss is what people

›

Switch

Payload

Switch

Ingress/
Egress

Payload

Switch
Payload

x10
Ingress/
Egress

Switch

Payload

3 Active

x12

Ingress/
Egress
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Switch

Switch

1 Standby

Payload
2 Active

Switch

2+2 DUAL DUAL STAR

2 Standby

1 Standby

1 Active

1+1 DUAL STAR
Ingress/
Egress

All of that makes it sound like it’s difficult
to do, and don’t get me wrong, 100G is
going to be very difficult compared to
40G or 10G, but it’s quite doable. We’ve
seen a number of industry transitions
over the years. I remember in my career
going from the first 100 Mb signals
that anyone had to deal with, and that
was a big transition when we saw that.
Artesyn has developed and proven the

tend to focus on, but crosstalk really was
the most critical element. That can be
controlled with trace geometries; that
can be controlled with better grounding
through connectors; that can be controlled with how you break in and out of
your chips and by making sure you have
proper grounding when you change
layers, if you have to change layers. All
of that has to be done at 100G.

Ingress/
Egress

Switch

Ingress/
Egress

Switch

x10
Payload

Switch

Figure 2 | Artesyn’s QuadStar switching architecture employs a 3+1 redundancy model that enables up to 300 Gigabits per second (Gbps)
redundant bandwidth over a 100 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) backplane.

LCR Embedded System’s complete line of integrated rugged
industrial and military systems, from off-the-shelf to fully
customized, are ideal for all aspects of mission-critical
computing. To learn more about what we can do for you
and your application, contact us today.
Our integrated systems feature VME, VPX,
ATCA and CompactPCI architectures
For chassis, backplanes and integrated systems, LCR Electronics is now LCR Embedded Systems.

(800) 747-5972 e-mail sales@lcrembedded.com www.lcrembeddedsystems.com
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SPECIAL FEATURE
technology with our connector supplier,
ERNI, and taken some of the arrows as
pioneers in terms of figuring out how
to make the technology work, but I am
confident that over the next several
years more people will be able to do
this and that there will be an ecosystem
around 100G.

0
– 20
– 40

– 30 dB

– 60
dB

Right now things are moving forward
within PICMG, and Artesyn is absolutely
committed to standardization of 100 Gb
for ATCA. We see ourselves as industry
stewards, and we committed the time
and the effort to identifying and proving
out the technology, but it has always
been our plan to move it into PICMG
standardization. The PICMG 3.1 R3 standardization effort is likely to begin by
the end of 2014 or beginning of 2015,
and Artesyn will be a supporter of that
activity.
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PICMG: What does the advent of
100 Gb backplanes mean for boards
and blades that are currently on
the market?
Just like the transition to 10G and 40G
in ATCA, what we’ve done very carefully
with this backplane is created a migration path where our customers can
determine the speed of adoption. With
100G components, since it is KR signaling NRZ encoding, depending on the
silicon selected, 40 Gb blades should be
able to operate with a 100 Gb switch,
but just signaling at 40 Gb per second
(Gbps). And a 10GBASE-KR board
should function as well, depending on
the switch silicon.
In the IEEE specification, there are actually two different 100 Gb backplane definitions – one that uses NRZ encoding,
which from an encoding standpoint is
actually very similar to what we’re used to
in 10G and 40G; and then there’s PAM4
encoding, which is a brand new encoding
scheme for backplane Ethernet. Because
it’s a different encoding scheme we felt
that the silicon supply and the backward
compatibility of PAM4 with the old NRZ
encoded stuff was going to be challenging or non-existent. That was one of
the motivators for us to come up with the
100GBASE-KR4 solution, was to make
sure that migration path was there. And

10

›

Figure 3 | Depicted here are the insertion loss limits for 100GBASE-KR4 and 100GBASE-KP4
backplanes over 1 m.

we do see, just like before, a migration path where most customers would start with
the 100 Gb-enabled backplane, but still be using 40 Gb switches and 40 Gb payload
cards, and at some point in the future put in the [100 Gb] switch and some payload
cards running at 100 Gbps, and over time more and more 100 Gbps until it’s pretty
much a 100G platform.
PICMG: Is 100G is the final frontier for copper-based interconnects?
I’ll give you two answers. The first answer is I don’t know. 10G ATCA wasn’t designed
to go above 3 Gbps and change on the connector. No one would have envisioned
going higher than that. But then advances came around on connector technology, on
backplane materials technology, on transceiver technology. Looking back in time at
the original ATCA I would have said there is no way this is possible. I have learned in
my career never to say never, but I don’t see a path forward beyond 100 Gb signaling
in ATCA today.
The other side of that is, at least currently, 100 Gb backplane technology is as far
as the IEEE is on the record as being willing to take [copper] backplane technology.
I don’t know that that rules out other advances that we might make to take the backplane technology higher, but at some point the laws of physics do take over, and we’ll
just have to see. We’re committed to take ATCA signaling capacity as high as it makes
sense, both technologically and economically.
Editor’s note: A call for participation in the 100G AdvancedTCA (PICMG 3.1 R3.0)
working group is expected in late December 2014.
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Communications & Networking

An Introduction
to PICMG 3.7
AdvancedTCA
Base Extensions
By Michael Thompson, Pentair Electronics

Protection
Since its introduction, AdvancedTCA (ATCA) has seen success in many markets, such as telecom, military, networking,
video distribution, and datacenters. Over the past several years the specification has been updated to meet changing
market needs. The most significant changes were increased power for each board, increased cooling capability, and
increased speed of the data transport fabric on the backplane. Now there is market demand for even more improvement,
including increased available board space, increased power, and lower cost for systems used in the datacenter market.
PICMG 3.0 AdvancedTCA (ATCA) was created to meet the
needs of the telecom market for an open standard computing
platform. Everything was optimized for the telecom market,
including the size of the boards and shelf (chassis). The ATCA
shelf was designed to fit into a 600 mm deep telecom cabinet
with space reserved for cable routing.
The 1U rackmount server manufacturers are under constant
pressure to pack more electronics into their chassis. Vertical
space in a cabinet has always been more valuable than depth,
so rackmount servers are getting very deep. It is not uncommon
to see server cabinets that are 1000 mm deep. To better
address markets other than telecom, and utilize the available
depth in server cabinets, PICMG developed a set of extensions
to the existing ATCA specification. The extensions include a
dual-sided shelf that can hold up to 28 front boards (existing
ATCA boards) in a 19” cabinet, new board types, additional
power and cooling, options for a limited input voltage range,
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and an increase in the Base Interface bandwidth (Figure 1). All
of these extensions to ATCA were developed with backward
compatibility in mind.
Increasing board area in AdvancedTCA
There has been lot of pressure to increase the size of an ATCA
board to accommodate physically larger DIMMs and bigger
processor heat sinks. Changing the board size would break
backward compatibility and fragment the ATCA market. A
better solution is a dual-sided shelf. The ATCA Extensions dualsided shelf can be viewed as two ATCA systems back-to-back
with common mechanics, Hardware Platform Management
(HPM), and power input. The dual-sided shelf easily fits onto
a 1000 mm deep server cabinet with plenty of room for cable
routing. Existing ATCA front boards (FBs) can be installed in
both the front (Side A) and rear (Side B) of the ATCA Extensions
shelf. This doubles the available board space with only a slight
increase in the height of the shelf needed for larger air plenums.
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Figure 1 | ATCA Extensions dual-sided shelf

The dual-sided shelf also preserves the manufacturer’s investment in existing ATCA boards and software by maintaining
backward compatibility.
Having a dual-sided shelf allowed for new board types to be
defined; extended boards (EBs) and extended transition modules (ETMs).
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The ATCA specification allows for boards that are more than
one slot wide, but gives almost no information about how to
make them. The ATCA Extensions specification gives detailed
implementation information and examples for wider boards.
Figure 2 shows a double-wide centered board on the left. This
is an example of how you could build a FB with 16 of the less
expensive, high-capacity full-height DIMMS on one side of the
PCB, and two very-high-performance processors and large
heat sinks on the other side. The image on the right shows a
double–wide, left-aligned board. This style of board has the
same amount of room as a typical 1U server for heat sinks and
DIMMs, and has space for disk drives and I/O. You could install
12 of these double-wide boards in a dual-sided shelf and still
have room for switch boards. The EBs and ETMs can also be
more than one slot wide. You could build an FB/EB pair with
quad very high-performance processors and 32 full-height
DIMMS, and then fit six of the pairs in a dual-sided shelf.

LEFT

RIGHT

Extended boards connect to a FB through the Zone 3 connectors, can draw power from the backplane, and can connect to
the data transport fabric. The FB/EB pair can be installed with
the FB in the front or rear of the shelf (Figure 3). EBs can be
used to double the available PCB space and available power
for a board. For example, you could design a dual processor FB
and have several different matching EBs. The EBs could hold
additional processors, GPUs, DSPs, and memory. Both the FB
and the EB have their own source of power from a backplane
so the board pair can dissipate up to 1200 W.
Extended transition modules connect to a FB through the
Zone 3 connectors just like the EB, but they do not connect
to the backplane and must get all of their power from the FB.
ETMs are just large ATCA Rear Transition Modules (RTMs).
Upped connector current ratings push power limits
The standard procedure for determining the current rating of
a connector does not take into account conduction cooling
through the PCBs and cooling from air flow. Using the standard procedure, the ATCA power connector was rated for
16 A, resulting in a recommended 400 W power limit for ATCA
FBs. The ATCA Extensions specification includes a detailed
description for testing in a more realistic environment that
includes conduction cooling. This new test procedure allowed
the connector current rating to be increased to 25 A, resulting
an 800 W limit for FBs and EBs. Some clarification is required
here. The expected maximum power dissipation of an ATCA
Extensions FB or EB is 400 W in a telecom environment and
600 W in a datacenter. The power difference is due to the
lower maximum ambient temperature in a datacenter. The
remainder of the available 800W of power can be used to
supply external devices through Power over Ethernet (PoE)
or other means.
The increase in power dissipation for ATCA Extensions FBs
and EBs required careful shelf power distribution design. Each
power distribution branch on the backplane needs to be fused
at 50 A. This limits a power distribution branch to only two slots
of 25 A each. With 50 A available from the backplane, a short
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Figure 2 | Shelf double-wide board examples

circuit on a FB or EB could potentially pull enough current to
significantly reduce the input voltage for a short time on other
FBs or EBs. To remove the possibility of one board impacting
the power of another board, any ATCA Extensions FB or EB
that draws more than 400 W is required to have electronic
fuses. The electronic fuses can trip in as little as 160 ms and will
significantly limit transients on the power distribution due to
shorts. Thermal fuses are still required for safety certification in
case the electronic fuse fails.
The input voltage to an ATCA shelf can be in the range of -40 V
to -72 V (legacy voltage range). Supporting this wide voltage
range incurs extra cost for safety certification because the
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Figure 4 | ATCA Extensions operational voltage ranges

If the system is AC powered, the supported voltage range can
be further reduced (enterprise-grade voltage range) and lower
the cost of the system further (Figure 4).

Figure 3 | Front board and extended board

input voltage is above the 60 V safety extra low voltage (SELV)
limit. There is also additional cost for the wide input voltage
range DC-DC converters on the blades. Since the -60 V battery
systems are uncommon, supporting only -48 V batteries
(carrier-grade voltage range) can reduce the cost of the system.

Improved power management with HPM additions and
extended sensors
To prevent compatibility issues with a limited input voltage,
HPM additions were also necessary. The Shelf Manager can
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query a record in the shelf field replaceable unit (FRU) data and
determine the expected input voltage range to the shelf. It can
also determine if the FBs and EBs can support the expected
voltage range. If all is OK, the Shelf Manager will power up the
shelf FRUs and the FBs and EBs.

“... THE SHELF MANAGER CAN DETECT
CRITICAL SITUATIONS WHERE REDUNDANCY
NO LONGER EXISTS AND PREVENT THE
REMOVAL OF A POWER SUPPLY ...”

The ATCA specification includes FRU data records that describe
the power distribution inside a shelf, but has nothing that
describes the power connections outside a shelf. For a DC
powered shelf this is usually OK because the external power
supply will also be monitored. In an AC powered shelf, however, the power supplies are incorporated into the shelf along
with the wiring between the power supplies and the power
entry modules (PEMs).
In an ATCA system, the Shelf Manager can monitor the
behavior of the AC power supplies but has no knowledge of
how the power supplies are interconnected to the PEMs. The
ATCA Extensions specification adds FRU data records that
describe the power supply to PEM connections. With these
enhancements, the Shelf Manager can determine what feed in
the PEM powers an FB or EB, and what power supply is connected to the feed in the PEM (Figure 5). This is very useful in
the event of a failure because the Shelf Manager can detect
critical situations where redundancy no longer exists and prevent the removal of a power supply that is the only source of
power for an FB or EB.
Energy monitoring at the shelf level is very important when
managing power in a datacenter. The IPMI sensors used in the
ATCA specification have only 8-bit raw sensor readings. For
sensors with large reading values, like power and energy sensors, the resolution of the sensor is limited by the 8-bit raw
sensor value. For example, a power sensor with a range of
25,500 W would only have a resolution of 100 W. The ATCA
Extensions specification introduces extended sensors with
up to 64-bit raw sensor readings. This allows for both large
reading values and high resolution. Of course, for backward
compatibility the traditional 8-bit sensors are required, and the
extended sensors are optional.
Furthermore, the Fabric part of an ATCA backplane supports
speeds of at least 10 Gbps. The ATCA Base Interface is typically
used for out-of-band management, so it was only specified with
a maximum speed of 1 Gbps. Since the connectors and PCB are
the same for the Fabric and Base Interface an optional 10 Gbps
speed for the Base Interface was added. This will reduce the
latency of management packets and provide additional bandwidth when performing multiple firmware upgrades.
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Figure 5 | Shelf power supply and shelf power distribution
example

Extending AdvancedTCA into the future
AdvancedTCA Extensions meets the market need for increased
board space and power while maintaining backward compatibility with existing ATCA boards and software. This will speed
adoption because a large selection of blades is already available. The new board types in ATCA Extensions will allow for
much higher performance systems, and extend the life of ATCA
products.
Michael Thompson is Principal Engineer at Pentair
Electronics Protection.
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Managing obsolescence
with PMC, XMC, and FMC
mezzanine solutions
By RJ McLaren
U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Kamaile O. Long

PMC, XMC, and FMC transition custom legacy system designs effectively and enable IP reusability for OEMs.
Managing obsolescence has long been
a challenge for military designers. It can
be a complex process to define longterm road maps for systems that might
have originally been developed as fullcustom solutions while at the same time
managing costs and time to deployment,
and continually increasing system performance in field deployments. These
primary drivers for military designers and
OEMs call for sophisticated product lifecycle planning to preserve the integrity
of deployed systems, while establishing
a tangible path forward that addresses
changes that might be either anticipated
or unexpected.
Preparation and predictability ensure
the consistency and longevity of deployed solutions. When engineers of
custom designs in particular struggle
with these factors, other design considerations must come into play. The
result is often a blend of traditional
obsolescence mitigation efforts, such as
extended commitment to availability of
certain components, and e
 volution to
standards-based options as a means of
ensuring long-term system viability and
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performance. Mezzanine cards in three widely available standards – PCI Mezzanine
Card (PMC) IEEE P1386.1, Switched Mezzanine Card (XMC) VITA 42, and FPGA
Mezzanine Card (FMC) VITA 57 – are showing promise in managing obsolescence,
effectively evolving custom solutions to a range of standards-based platforms.
Diverse mezzanines enable evolution
Mezzanines offer flexible and modular I/O options that can take the place of custom
I/Os in an obsolescence management plan. PMC, XMC, and FMC (see sidebar on
FMC) are the commercial form factors that dominate the market as standards-based
components; as a result, carrier boards can readily accept mezzanines from a broad
range of vendors and suppliers in a well-defined product ecosystem. Further, PMC,
XMC, and FMC each support the primary mil/aero platforms (for example, VME, VPX,
and CompactPCI) and are compatible with both 3U and 6U architectures.
This option functions in sharp contrast to previously customized designs where OEMs
developed their own specialized I/Os and put them directly on a proprietary card
design. When the chips or other components in these systems faced end of life (EOL),
manufacturers typically had to weigh the options of respinning the board with a new
chipset versus executing an extended buy of components to manage the system into
a longer product life cycle. Further, once an extended buy was committed, future
changes might still warrant the need for additional product life-cycle management
efforts. XMC, PMC, and FMC mezzanine solutions are proving valuable in delivering a
standards-based alternative for transitioning such custom systems to standards-based
solutions with well-defined and cost-efficient product road maps.
Packaging specialized I/O into modular mezzanine solutions serves to repurpose IP
and define a significantly larger user base for what once were costly, fully custom
designs. This not only answers the established COTS mandates, but increases competitive viability for OEMs seeking a broader range of military contracts.
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By coupling mezzanine modules with carrier boards in platforms ranging from VME
to CompactPCI to VPX, designers are poised to either jump their systems to small
footprint blackbox solutions or more traditional 3U or 6U systems in the same
platform.
Mezzanines as rugged building blocks
Within the standard platforms such as CompactPCI, VME, and VPX, carrier cards are
consistently designed and available in the same 3U and 6U form factors. Each has a
defined interconnect that plugs into the backplane, as well as a mezzanine connector
and pinout that readily support the PMC mezzanine form factor. PMCs can be purchased in volume, and can be designed to function alongside the processor card or
to exist on a separate carrier card – ultimately enabling reusability of the mezzanine
on multiple bus architectures.
This concept can be illustrated by a traditional 6U VME deployment transitioning
first to the use of a mezzanine card solution (PMC, XMC, or FMC) as a drop-in

VITA 57 FMCs
The VITA 57 FMC standard provides an industry standard mezzanine form factor in
support of a flexible, modular I/O interface to an FPGA located on a baseboard or
carrier card such as Kontron’s VX3830. It allows the I/O interface to be physically
separated from the FPGA design, while maintaining a close coupling between a
physical I/O interface and an FPGA through a single connector.
With VITA 57 FMC-based designs, OEMs can minimize latency for high data
throughput in their COTS designs and still maintain flexible I/O configuration. The
FMC optimizes the handling and formatting of data and is approximately half the size
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of a PMC, ideal for systems that are addressing improved Size, Weight, and Power
(SWaP) as part of their product road map. Development costs are kept in check by
integrating multiple functions into a single PCI Express-enabled FPGA, aiding system
designers who want to retarget their designs without changing the PCIe interface
implementation.
FMC is optimal for low-latency, high-bandwidth applications. For example, if a signal
needs to be processed directly on the FPGA, a solution can be achieved in which one
or more analog signals are digitized, then read directly and processed by the FPGA;
data is then transmitted back out through the same FMC with a latency as low as a
few nanoseconds. In this scenario, there is no need to route the signal through the
bus architecture as it only moves in and out of the FPGA; any resulting delay is merely
in the FPGA processing. This level of performance is ideal for electronic counter
measures where minimizing delays in the response time is absolutely critical.
In the past, this type of low-latency processing would have been achieved on a
proprietary board and subject to component obsolescence. Also, if there is a system
refresh benefit in using an FPGA for the application requirement, then the FMC
approach is the most obvious mezzanine choice.

›

Sidebar 1 | Low-latency FMCs provide a standardized solution for increasing processing
performance.
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replacement to reduce program risk.
The Kontron VM6250 makes available
2x PMC or XMC slots or an FMC slot for
such cases (Figure 1).
This solution can deliver upgrade performance for a defined period of time and
allow OEMs to effectively control planned
performance steps within a system’s deployment. The mezzanine solution can
maintain system performance and minimize downtime, while giving system engineers time and pre-validated options for
integration into a next-generation solution as the next step in its life cycle.
Most next-generation, high-speed,
standards-based boards and systems will
accept the same mezzanines, allowing
OEMs to reuse them in many different
applications by repackaging to meet the
program’s exact requirements. 3U/6U
systems use backplanes to interconnect
the processor, switch, and I/O (using
mezzanines) specific boards.
Mezzanines enable evolution
Strenuous performance demands continue to translate to design challenges
for military OEMs. As DoD budgets focus
on both efficiency and performance,
managing obsolescence is essential
in meeting expectations. As system
deployments extend years beyond
original expectations, migrating custom
designs to standards-based solutions is
an increasingly important factor in managing obsolescence. Mezzanine options
have proven their viability as flexible,
modular, and cost-effective design
choices for these programs (Table 1).
The mezzanine module has a long
history and its implementation is a popular approach to reusing proven technology in many different systems. The
PMC may be the longest existing standard discussed here and is well-proven
within the industry, but it is limited to
compatibility with legacy parallel bus
architectures. The XMC standard is the
next evolution to this robust mezzanine
offering many options. XMC integrates
seamlessly with CompactPCI Serial
interconnects and will continue to grow
in popularity as more vendors and products are added to the market. The latest
mezzanine form factor, the FMC, offers
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Figure 1 | A traditional 6U VME deployment transitioning first to the use of a mezzanine
card solution (PMC, XMC, or FMC) as a drop-in replacement to reduce program risk
PMC

XMC

FMC

Standard

IEEE 1386.1

VITA 42

VITA 57

Adoption Date

2001

2005

2008

Size (mm)

47 x 149

47 x 149

69 x 76.5

Data Rates

64-bit @ 66 MHz

Up to x16 Links

Up to 80 Diff Pairs

Protocols

Parallel Bus

PCIe, Serial RapidIO

FPGA Dependent

Ecosystem

High

Medium

Low
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Table 1 | As system deployments extend years beyond original expectations, FMC,
PMC, and XMC mazzanines have proven their viability when migrating custom designs to
standards-based systems.

the greatest flexibility and configuration options, but is more complicated because
of FPGA core development. Its use will continue to grow, but will most likely be as
a more customized path that can be tailored to customer application requirements.
These mezzanines give system engineers a product-rich ecosystem that will provide the
best solution to managing their products’ obsolescence life cycles along with laying the
foundation for future product expansion and flexibility for application requirements.
RJ McLaren is the Portfolio Manager for Military and
Commercial Aerospace Products at Kontron America. He is
responsible for product and business development for rugged
systems along with Kontron’s industry standard COMe, AMC,
CompactPCI, VME, and VPX product lines in North America.
Contact him at rj.mclaren@us.kontron.com.
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EXECUTIVE SPEAKOUT

Remaining relevant requires
revolution or evolution
By Todd Wynia, Vice President for Communication Products, Artesyn Embedded Technologies

Without doubt, Software Defined Net
working (SDN) and Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) will set the agenda
for the next chapter in the PICMG story.
While it may take some time before we
see NFV play a key role in SDN architecture and vice versa, the use of network
overlays in NFV will drive an intersection
of the technologies in the shorter term.
NFV is likely to accept, if not mandate, a
model of cloud-hosted virtual functions.
Each collection of virtual functions that
make up a user service could be viewed
as a tenant on NFV infrastructure, which
would mean that the cloud issues of
multi-tenancy would likely influence
NFV to adopt a software-overlay network model. This is where SDN comes
into play: provision and management of
virtual networks.
Adoption of network overlays for v irtual
function segregation could make telecom NFV deployments the largest consumer of cloud networking and SDN
services. This would mean that NFV
could shape product features and accelerate product deployment in the SDN
space. Multi-operator and multi-vendor
adoption relies on standard hardware
and software platforms.
Scalability
Take for example a network function such
as the IP multimedia subsystem (IMS).
Instead of having one IMS per country,

virtualization will enable carriers to run
single, central instances.

get all of their services switched across
in bulk.

Today, a global carrier may have separate IMS in all countries and in each case
it may be a single vendor technology.
Today, that carrier uses IMS mainly for
offering VoIP to FTTH customers, but
over time all the traffic that is going
through the large PABXs of the carrier’s
enterprise customers will be managed
by the IMS.

What about making your bandwidth
seamlessly portable?
Greater intelligence in the network
could enable innovative services such
as portable bandwidth and services.
If you’re going on holiday, why do you
have to pay for WiFi or pay TV again in
a hotel when you’re not using them at
home? That’s seamless mobility taken to
a whole new level.

What happens if the carrier
needs to bring 1,000 new enterprise
customers online, or increase its
FTTH customers by 1.5 million?
It has to talk to its vendor, increase
specific hardware, create a new project,
test it, deploy it and plan it – and this can
take months. Using virtualized IMS using
resources, the carrier may be able to do
the same thing in days.
Seamless Portability
What about making your services
seamlessly portable?
Consider taking the intelligence traditionally built into CPE such as domestic
routers and moving it into the network.
This simplifies the hardware in the customer premises, reduces the cost of
delivering that hardware to the premises and reduces the number of engineer service visits. Good for the carrier,
but also the customer. All the services
are now defined in the network and if
the customer moves location, they can

The Outcome?
The outlook for NFV is straightforward:
it’s coming and it is carrier-driven. Just
as your mobile phone carrier or your
pay TV operator will make technology
decisions, telecom service providers will
begin to adopt an NFV strategy. This
has a direct impact on PICMG. Existing
platform standards such as ATCA are an
ideal fit for telecom NFV – providing the
interconnect bandwidth and processing
density required for packet-hungry
applications, coupled with inherent reliability and service up-time. As service
demands increase, processing density
(and interconnect bandwidth) will have
one common theme: more!
While NFV is being driven top-down
from software and application requirements, the challenge for PICMG is to
respond with evolutionary (or revolutionary) standards for the platforms on
which these applications run.
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xTCA ecosystem
reacts to technology,
market shifts while
COM Express emerges
as SFF workhorse
By Brandon Lewis, Assistant Managing Editor

In the fast-paced world of communications, technologies such as software-defined networking (SDN) and network
functions virtualization (NFV) are ushering in a new networking paradigm. As these software-based solutions begin to
take hold, the hardware architectures that will support them are jockeying for market share, with mixed projections
for AdvancedTCA (ATCA) and MicroTCA (mTCA) growth over the next five years. Meanwhile, COM Express continues
to surge in the ever-growing small form factor (SFF) market.
The technology landscape surrounding
today’s communications infrastructure
is in flux, to say the least. Increasing
network demands have made the great
communications service provider (CSP)
migration to scalable architectures
based on software-defined networking
(SDN) and network functions virtualization (NFV) almost a foregone conclusion
at this point, but what’s left is for operators to define the remaining hardware
platforms upon which these softwarebased solutions will execute – and there
are a lot of options.
With generic commodity servers,
proprietary systems, and standardized computing technologies such as
AdvancedTCA (ATCA) all on the menu,
CSPs have a lot to choose from as they
decide how proceed with network build
outs and datacenter expansion. As a
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result, various hardware implementations continue to carve out niches in each others
market share, with industry analysts providing mixed projections for ATCA over the
next five years.

“WITHIN PASSIVE BACKPLANES, STANDARD ATCA WILL
WREST SOME SHARE FROM THE CUSTOM/PROPRIETARY
PRODUCTS AS UPDATED PICMG STANDARDS ARE IMPLEMENTED
ALLOWING MORE POWER, COOLING, AND I/O CAPABILITY.”
– CHRIS ROMMEL, VICE PRESIDENT, VDC RESEARCH, INC.

“VDC projects the global market for ATCA blades to actually regress over the next
couple of years at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of -0.8 percent from 2013
through 2017,” says Chris Rommel, Vice President, VDC Research (www.vdcresearch.
com). “We see a lot of pressure on the market coming from non-standardized ATCA
variants from suppliers such as Huawei. New ATCA standards will mitigate some, but
certainly not all, advantages of the proprietary designs. AdvancedTCA will continue to
be carried by communications and networking infrastructures and industrial automation and control applications.
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“Within the networking and communications market, passive backplane
architectures like ATCA will maintain a
majority share of merchant embedded
integrated computer system (EICS) revenues, but that will slip to 50 percent of
the market by 2017, with SDNs being
one likely factor,” Rommel continues
(Figure 1). “Within passive backplanes,
standard ATCA will wrest some share
from the custom/proprietary products
as updated PICMG standards are implemented allowing more power, cooling,
and I/O capability.”
Given the groundswell of support for
virtualized network services in the carrier community, PICMG has been proactive in refreshing the base ATCA
standard with enhancements such as
AdvancedTCA Extensions (PICMG 3.7),
which makes the architecture more
amenable to datacenter environments,
as well as planned specification work
around 100G AdvancedTCA and PICMG
GEN4. According to Toby Colquhoun,
Senior Analyst at IHS (www.ihs.com),
these and other factors have enabled
vendors to sell the technology into virtualized infrastructures, which he projects
will provide a long-term boost for the
architecture.
“There will continue to be demand for
carrier grade equipment,” Colquhoun
says. “Interestingly, suppliers of ATCA
are positioning it as the perfect platform
for SDN and NFV deployments. For the
period 2014 to 2019, we project a CAGR
of about 7 percent.”

since the inception of the mTCA.4 specification, and is now gaining traction in a
number of other verticals to project solid growth over the next half decade.
“A number of vendors originally committed a fair amount of their resources to mTCA,
but this architecture has not lived up to its, perhaps unrealistic, expectations,” Rommel
says. “Many expected mTCA to be bigger than ATCA, penetrating not only telecom,
but medical and the military as well. While its use has grown, it is unlikely that it ever
offers the growth opportunities once predicated.”
“MicroTCA is a fast growing technology, albeit from a low base,” Colquhoun says
(Figure 2). “For mTCA systems, the market is projected to grow at CAGR of about

›

The World Market for Embedded Boards, Modules, and Systems
Selected Form Factors – Revenue ($M) – 2013 and 2018

xTCA

In fiscal year 2013 Artesyn Embedded
Technologies (www.artesyn.com) was
the largest supplier of ATCA platforms,
Colquhoun adds.
MicroTCA begins to make headway
After being perceived as a niche technology, MicroTCA (mTCA) got of to a
rocky start in industry as it never truly
found a home in the network infrastructure and failed to capture share from
competing architectures in other markets. Though mTCA still hasn’t garnered
the success many hoped it would, the
technology has seen a resurgence in the
high-energy physics (HEP) community
www.picmg-systems.com

Figure 1 | With continued enhancements to the specification family, VDC Research projects
AdvancedTCA (ATCA) will capture a portion of the passive backplane market from custom/
proprietary systems by 2017.
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Figure 2 | IHS predicts that MicroTCA (mTCA) technology will yield a 20 percent
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) between 2014 and 2019, with AdvancedTCA (ATCA)
growing 7 percent over the same period. COM Express revenues are also expected to more
than double over the same time frame.
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Market Prospectus
20 percent for the next five years. The applications are diverse and range from medical, industrial, civil aerospace, and communications to HEP.

the lack of profit opportunity given the
niche volumes.”

“MicroTCA.4 accounts for about 20 percent of sales today, and this proportion
will increase as even verticals outside of physics can benefit from its feature set,”
Colquhoun continues while identifying VadaTech (www.vadatech.com) as 2013’s
leading mTCA vendor.

COM Express overtakes ETX
in module market as CompactPCI
trends smaller
While small continues to be the new
big in most of the embedded space,
CompactPCI (cPCI) sales reflect this
trend with more and more users
migrating to 3U platforms from the
larger 6U format. On the one hand, 3U
cPCI platforms have remained strong
thanks to deployment in conventional
embedded applications, but the smaller
form factor has also presented new
opportunities in markets that stress
mobility, analysts say.

One the mezzanine side, AdvancedMCs (AMCs) have the potential for growth, but
the card’s fringe profit margins could also have a negative impact on mTCA systems,
Rommel warns.
“There will be some opportunity for mezzanine applications such as DSP and encryption, but in these cases the commodity nature of the product will lead to razor-thin
margins,” he says. “As a result, some suppliers will likely de-emphasize mTCA due to

“On the CPCI side, the industry continues to transition away from 6U components,” says Colquhoun. “The market
for 3U will also shrink, but at a slower
rate as it’s sustained by transportation
projects.”
“We see the medical space as being
particularly interesting, with cPCI and
other, smaller form factors gaining more
market share as medical equipment
becomes more mobile and remote
monitoring applications more available
via connectivity,” says Daniel Mandell,
Analyst at VDC Research.

Intelligent Embedded Computing
& MicroTCA System Platforms
• Beam forming and test
•
• Energy Research Equipment
• Control Systems for Particle Accelerators & Colliders

In the non-backplane small form factor
(SFF) board market, another PICMG technology, COM Express, continues to make
gains on its competitors. One of the most
popular computer-on-module (COM)
architectures currently available, COM
Express variants are benefiting from wide
deployment and continued growth.
“COM Express continues to grow well
and COM Express basic is now the workhorse of the COM market, having overtaken ETX/XTX,” Colquhoun says. “Of
all COM Express variants, COM Express
mini is the fastest growing market.”

The mTCA architecture is well suited for use
in applications such as particle accelerator
labs, smart grid, wireless infrastructure and
gateway systems. Elma has the expertise
and resources to help you design and build

IHS
http://technology.ihs.com
info@ihs.com

your system.

VDC Research Group, Inc.
www.vdcresearch.com
info@vdcresearch.com
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Schroff/Pentair

ADLINK Technology, Inc.
Schroff/Pentair

AdvancedMC Mini-System
for 2 AMC Modules

cExpress-BT
ADLINK’s Extreme Rugged™
cExpress-BT features an
Intel® Atom™ or Celeron®
processor SOC; up to 8GB
of dual channel DDR3L at
1333MHZ; VGA, DDI channels; and PCIe x1, GbE,
SATA 3Gb/s and USB ports for scalability in application system layouts. The COM Express® compact size Type 6 computer-on-module
comes with Smart Embedded Management Agent (SEMA) intelligent
middleware and SEMA Cloud support for remote management.
http://www.adlinktech.com/PD/web/PD_detail.php?pid=1331
picmg-systems.com/p3731885

www.picmg-systems.com

This small form factor Mini System
provides a platform to run 2 AMC modules without an MCH. Direct connection of all ports between both AMC slots
supports 10G data transfer rates. Power is activated by the AMC presence
signal and supplied by an integrated 150 W power supply with wide range
AC input. The integrated cooling system manages fan speed and dissipates
150 W at a 55 ºC ambient temperature. This Mini System is perfect for
running AMCs without the added cost of an MCH or a Power Module. The
stylish case includes stacking features or optional mounting kits.
Product Model: 11850-023
Product URL: http://www.pentairprotect.com
Phone: 1.800.525.4682
Email: AskSchroff@pentair.com
www.pentairprotect.com

picmg-systems.com/p372531
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Industrial Automation & Control

Schroff/Pentair

ADLINK
Technology, Inc.

Communications & Networking
Sponsored By:

Kontron

ADLINK
Technology, Inc.
aTCA-9710

Centellis VP

ADLINK’s aTCA-9710 features Intel’s
state-of-the-art platform running on
dual 12-core Intel® Xeon® processor
E5-2600 v3 paired with Intel® Communications Chipset 8920 series.
ADLINK’s new ATCA processor blade
delivers unparalleled performance
while keeping a thermal envelope under 105W – a level lower than
its predecessor – due to the adoption of Intel’s® newest power
management technology, Intel® Node Manager 3.0.

http://www.adlinktech.com/PD/web/PD_detail.php?cKind=&pid=1453
picmg-systems.com/p372519

Artesyn’s Centellis® Virtualization Platform (Centellis VP) is an
application virtualization hardware/software platform architected
for next generation networks based on OpenFlow for Software
Defined Networking (SDN) and OpenStack for Network Function
Virtualization (NFV). The platform enables service providers to run
multiple virtualized applications such as firewall, DPI, security, or
session border controller on a single hardware platform saving
both capital expense and operating expense by eliminating the
need for multiple application-specific hardware platforms.
Load-balanced switching provides additional efficiencies to virtual
application deployment.
Artesyn’s Centellis VP is based on open hardware and software
architectures and is carrier-grade and NEBS certifiable.
Key Benefits:
» Software framework based on industry standard OpenFlow

and OpenStack software stacks ensures interoperability and a
multi-vendor ecosystem of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs)
» Implementation of the Intel® Accelerated DPDK ensures performance is optimized for the hardware and virtualized environment
» Open ATCA hardware architecture ensures a multi-vendor
payload ecosystem combined with the scalability and maintainability of a bladed architecture
» Up to 160Gb/sec server interconnect provides the bandwidth
required for line-rate application processing
https://www.artesyn.com/computing/products/product/centellis-virtualization-platform
picmg-systems.com/p372524
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Artesyn Embedded
Technologies
Centellis® 8000 Series
(100G/40G)
The Artesyn Centellis® 8000 series
is the only ATCA system with a 100G
backplane option and capable of
cooling up to 600W per blade, resulting in a system capable of processing
up to 4 Terabits of real-time traffic.
Architected to be a high availability platform suited to application acceleration and advanced networking, the Centellis 8000 series features
a rich ecosystem of blades and software that enable it to be deployed
in a range of applications from security appliances to session border
controllers to content optimization.
https://www.artesyn.com/computing/products/product/centellis-8840-14-slot-100g-advancedtca-system
picmg-systems.com/p372124

Artesyn
Embedded
Technologies
ATCA System
Software
Artesyn’s range of add-on
software can save time-tomarket and enable you to
focus your resources on
value added development for competitive advantage:
System Services Framework (SSF) provides ATCA system management and a framework for out-of-the-box system management functions and can yield up to 40% reduction
in time-to-market for network elements.
ViewCheck™ is online in-service and out-of-service diagnostics & fault detection software.
FlowPilot™ provides high bandwidth traffic flow separation and load balancing to
enhance packet flow efficiency without a separate appliance.
SRstackware™ supports a wide range of Layer 2 and Layer 3 standards and protocols,
simplifying integration with customer applications.
https://www.artesyn.com/computing/products/category/atca/atca-system-software
picmg-systems.com/p372525
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ATCA Captive
Screw Guide Pin

Centellis Systems
Artesyn is the #1 provider of open computing
platforms for telecom
infrastructure.
We have the largest installed base of ATCA systems and blades thanks to bestin-class power & thermal performance, a rich ecosystem of blades & software,
and NEBS pre-certified configurations that save you cost and time-to-market.
Our ATCA technology is deployed in communications, military, aerospace, and
security applications worldwide.
Our 2-slot, 6-slot and 14-slot system variants are designed to meet the needs
of both NEBS/ETSI central office and network data center deployments. All
have a front-to-back cooling system designed to meet GR-63 NEBS specification for telecom central office deployments.
https://www.artesyn.com/computing/products/category/atca/centellis-atca-system-platforms
picmg-systems.com/p371756

Artesyn
Embedded
Technologies

Please contact atca@fivetk.com for more information.
www.fivetk.com

picmg-systems.com/p372528

Pixus
Technologies

ATCA-7480

PXM0109

The Artesyn ATCA-7480 blade
uses two Intel® Xeon® E5-2600
v3 family processors (up to
28 cores per blade), optimized
data paths and Artesyn’s
QuadStar™ interface to deliver the highest performance processing. Optional
hardware accelerators can improve the performance of security applications.
Scalable memory capacity (up to 512GB) enables faster database access, accelerated pattern matching and helps optimize routing decisions in virtualized network environments. Sixteen memory sockets means cost sensitive applications
can still achieve their required capacities using cheaper modules.
Artesyn's enabling software for SDN/NFV supports Intel DPDK-accelerated OpenVSwitch, OpenFlow and OpenStack plug-ins, and Wind River’s Carrier Grade
Communications Server.
https://www.artesyn.com/computing/products/product/atca-7480-packet-processing-blade
picmg-systems.com/p372402

Artesyn
Embedded
Technologies

The PXM0109 is part of
the xTCA-Lite series of products designed for applications that do not
require the redundancy requirements of Data and Telco installations.
By removing these requirements, the cost of ownership is greatly
reduced. The active backplane eliminates the need for Power Modules
while still providing the basic framework required for proper system
operation. Features include push-pull cooling, support for 6 AMCs and
one MCH with a total power budget of 360 Watts. AC or DC versions
with or without redundant power supplies are available. Other configurations available upon request.
Company Contact: Brad Scott
Phone: 519-885-5775
Email: sales@pixustechnologies.com
www.pixustechnologies.com

picmg-systems.com/p372529

Schroff/Pentair
ATCA 450/40 Series
14 Slot Chassis

ATCA blades
In addition to integrated,
application-ready systems,
Artesyn offers a rich selection of payload blades featuring various processor
architectures. Artesyn leads ATCA server blade development based on the
Intel® Embedded Roadmap, offering an optimized balance of performance,
memory, I/O, and connectivity. Our broad portfolio of packet processing
blades, based on Cavium OCTEON or Intel® Xeon® processors, are ideal for
accelerating applications such as packet gateways, DPI, or network security.
A broad range of DSP-based ATCA blades offer a very high density of IP voice
and video transcoding for applications such as media resource function/
gateway, SBC and mobile video optimization.
https://www.artesyn.com/computing/products/category/atca
picmg-systems.com/p372526

www.picmg-systems.com

Captive Screw and Guide
Pin used on ATCA front
board face plate, press in or
flare in style, M3 thread with
tailor recess, plastic knob
with color management,
select lengths are available.
Fivetech is ISO certified, environmentally focused, and RoHS compliant.
Fivetech provides one-stop-purchasing for ATCA fastener products,
and commit to the most efficient ATCA assembly solutions.

The 450/40 Series ATCA Chassis
Family from Schroff offers the highest
performance in per-slot power and cooling available for use in the NEBS environment. Safely delivering 450 W/Slot
of power and with the airflow to cool it at an acceptable noise level, the 450/40
Series meets and exceeds the most stringent requirements of today’s and
tomorrow’s applications. With proven 40G backplane data transfer rates, the
450/40 Series will support the highest speed applications. These high performance levels are backed up by rigorous test reports and methods. Want to see
the proof? Just ask for the report!

Product Model: 11990-101
Product URL: http://www.pentairprotect.com
Phone: 1.800.525.4682
Email: AskSchroff@pentair.com
www.pentairprotect.com

picmg-systems.com/p370348
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Fivetech
Technology
Inc.

Artesyn
Embedded
Technologies

Communications & Networking
Comtel Electronics

Sponsored By:

CO14-G4
Air-/-Plane 100Gbps Backplane Technology

Comtel’s CO14-G4 ATCA platform offers the highest power
density available! In only 14U of
rack space, the CO14-G4 handles
675W/slot of power and cooling.
Base configurations available
with 515W/slot and 400W/slot.
An all new cooling system moves
enough air through the chassis to cool high impedance blades while
still meeting NEBS acoustic requirements. Future proofing made
simple via field upgrades to fan trays and PEMs to boost the power
and cooling. To break through Cloud applications it has Comtel’s new
highest performing ATCA backplane with Air-/-Plane technology to
provide 100% reliability at 40Gbps and now performance to 100Gbps!
For more information contact: nasales@comtel-online.com
www.comtel-online.com

Comtel launches the highest performing ATCA backplane featuring new Air-/-Plane technology to provide 100% reliability at
40Gbps and performance tested to 100Gbps for integration with
future 100G capable blades! Comtel boosts performance through
precise combinations of multiple design breakthroughs in PCB
layout, matched impedance techniques, and materials. Comtel’s
Air-/-Plane technology effectively extends the performance of
ATCA systems, even with standard HM-Zd connectors. Standard
HM-Zd connectors have shorter lead time and lower costs than
HM-Zd Plus connectors. The Air-/-Plane backplane has twice the
eye pattern opening of a typical ATCA backplane and less than half
the jitter.
The new Air-/-Plane technology can be used in custom applications
and with other high speed connectors like TE’s STRADA Whisper
connector to achieve 100Gbps for other platforms.
The Air-/-Plane backplane comes standard in Comtel’s newest
ATCA platforms like the CO14-G4 and CO14-G4X. The Air-/-Plane
backplane continues Comtel’s innovative split backplane design
for ATCA and is fully backward compatible with previous generation ATCA chassis. This allows our customers to make performance
gains without having to make forklift upgrades.

Features of Comtel’s Air-/-Plane technology:
» Extremely low Insertion Loss Deviation (ILD)
» Unprecedented matched impedance throughout entire signal

path

» Low Fitted Attenuation due to high performance high speed

materials

» Wide margin on return loss limit
» Well controlled Insertion Loss to Crosstalk Ratio (ICR)
» Exceeds 40GBASE-KR4 specification (PERFECT OPERATION at

40Gbps!)

» Ready for 100G applications
www.comtel-online.com

picmg-systems.com/p372551
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Comtel Electronics
CO14-G4X
Comtel’s CO14-G4X ATCA EXTENSIONS platform is the first production chassis to support full
size blades front and rear. In only
16U of rack space, the CO14-G4X
handles 650W/slot of power and
cooling. An all new cooling system
moves enough air to cool high
impedance blades front and rear
and still meet NEBS acoustics. It has Comtel’s new highest performing
ATCA backplane with Air-/-Plane technology to provide 100% reliability
at 40Gbps and now performance to 100Gbps! Backplane topologies
available in Dual-Star, Dual-Dual-Star, and FULL MESH. Radial IPMB
standard (Bussed optional). Chassis fully UL Listed and CE Certified
(with CB Report).
For more information contact: nasales@comtel-online.com
www.comtel-online.com

picmg-systems.com/p372547

Comtel
Electronics
CO1
Comtel’s CO1 ATCA
platform is the first
1-slot production
chassis to support
full size blades front and an RTM slot rear. In only 1U of rack space,
the CO1 handles up to 450W/slot of power and cooling. Base models
also available in 275W and 350W per slot. Supports dual DC inputs and
provides fan speed control based on temperature. Other configurations available for development with blade access top and bottom and
custom versions for double wide blades. AC power options available.
Product available from stock in the USA!
For more information contact: nasales@comtel-online.com
www.comtel-online.com
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ADLINK
Technology, Inc.

Schroff/Pentair

cPCI-3620

The 450/40 Series ATCA Chassis
Family from Schroff offers the highest performance in per-slot power and
cooling available for use in the NEBS
environment. Safely delivering 450 W/Slot of power and with the airflow to
cool it at an acceptable noise level, the 450/40 Series exceeds the most stringent requirements of today’s and tomorrow’s applications. With proven 40G
backplane data transfer rates, the 450/40 Series supports the highest speed
applications. These high performance levels are backed by rigorous test
reports and methods. Want proof? Just ask for the report! Available with DC
or AC power input.

Product Model: 11990-203
Product URL: http://www.pentairprotect.com
Phone: 1.800.525.4682
Email: AskSchroff@pentair.com
www.pentairprotect.com

picmg-systems.com/p370348

ADLINK’s CompactPCI®based cPCI-3620 provides high manageability,
supports satellite mode
operation as a standalone
blade in peripheral slots,
and features ADLINK’s
Smart Embedded Management Agent (SEMA) for system health
monitoring. ADLINK’s cPCI-3620 is an ideal solution for transportation, military, factory automation, and other industrial applications
that require optimal computing performance for data transfer with
lower power consumption.
http://www.adlinktech.com/PD/web/PD_detail.php?pid=1335
picmg-systems.com/p372520

Alphi
Technology
Corporation

SOUTHCO
ATCA Ejector Handle –
Faceplate Hardware

XMC-1553-2

Southco’s AdvancedTCA (ATCA)
access and alignment hardware is designed in accordance
with PICMG 3.0 R3.0, providing
a complete solution for faceplate hardware compliance needs.
Southco’s ATCA Ejector Handles secure faceplates in the chassis and
assist with the injection/ejection of the board. These handles feature
simple push-to-close operation that actuates the microswitch to signal a
controlled power-down sequence during hot-swap operation. Designed
for limited-space applications, the narrow handle provides ample
ergonomic grip for easy board removal.

XMC 2 Channels DUAL 1553Bus based on Aeroflex SUMMIT
CONTROLLER. The MIL-STD-1553 (1553) XMC module is a dual
redundant 1553 controller module, where each controller can
support Bus Controller, Remote Terminal and Bus Monitor. The
controller can support the MIL-STD-1553 A/B and the MIL-STD-1760
traffic. The module can also support Short Stub and Long Stub.

Southco also offers ATCA-compliant alignment/grounding pins, captive
retention screws and keying blocks to complement faceplate design.
www.southco.com

picmg-systems.com/p372533

SOUTHCO

24DSI16WRC
Wide-Range 24-Bit,
16-Channel, 105KSPS Analog
Input Module

Southco’s CompactPCI (cPCI)
Ejector Handles adhere to
the industry-accepted cPCI
PICMG R2.0 Specification
and are fully RoHS-compliant.
The broad, ergonomic handle design provides ample grip with an intuitive release action and low operating force. An easy-to-release operating
button on the handle also prevents accidental release through an optional
microswitch that disengages prior to rotation.
In addition to cPCI-compliant Ejector Handles, Southco also offers a
variety of faceplate hardware accessories to meet cPCI design needs,
including press-in and snap-in ferrules, retention screws, PCB mounting
blocks and microswitch assemblies.

www.picmg-systems.com

picmg-systems.com/p372455

General Standards
Corporation

CompactPCI
Ejector Handle

www.southco.com

www.Alphitech.com

picmg-systems.com/p347660

The 16-channel 24DSI16WRC analog input module provides high-density
24-bit analog input resources on a standard single-width PMC. Optimized
for flexibility and performance, the board is ideal for a wide variety of
applications, ranging from simple precision voltage measurements to the
analysis of complex audio signals and waveforms. Read more here: http://
www.generalstandards.com/view-products2.php?BD_family=24dsi16wrc.
New Feature! Contact us for availability of a conduction cooled (CCPMC)
version of this board!
General Standards Corporation develops and manufactures the highestperformance Analog I/O, Digital I/O and Serial I/O products based upon a variety
of buses such as PMC, PCI, PC/104-Plus, VME, and cPCI.
http://www.generalstandards.com/

picmg-systems.com/p372508
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ATCA 450/40 Series
6 Slot Chassis

Military & Aerospace
Annapolis Micro
Systems, Inc.

Sponsored By:

2.5 GSps 10-Bit
ADC FMC

WILDSTAR 6/AMC

The 2.5 GSps 10-Bit ADC FMC
provides high fidelity and high speed analog-to-digital conversion along
with a rugged design. The 2.5 GSps 10-Bit ADC FMC is shipped with a
custom heatsink, which enables proper cooling of the ADC. An on-board
temperature monitor is also supplied which allows for real-time monitoring
of the ADC’s internal die temperature.

One Virtex 6 FPGA per board with FPGA sizes up to LX550T or SX475T.
Memory options of either up to 2.5 GBytes DDR3 DRAM for 16 GB/s
or up to 64 MBytes DDRII+ or QDRII SRAM for 12.6 GB/s. Up to 549K
logic cells and 907K multiplier bits per board. Air Cooled Only.
These FPGA boards include one Xilinx Virtex 6 FPGA with up to
36 High Speed Serial connections performing up to 6.5 Gbps. The I/O
Processing Element (IOPE) FPGA also has a choice of QDRII SRAM,
DDRII+ SRAM or DDR3 DRAM. The IOPE DRAM option has five 32-bit
DRAM ports clocked at up to 400 MHz while the SRAM option has
four 36-bit SRAM interfaces clocked up to 350 MHz.
WILDSTAR 6/AMC computing is a revolutionary technology combining user-programmable, reconfigurable system gates with very high
memory and I/O bandwidth capacities, which allow for high-density
and high-performance system designs.
Virtex™-6 FPGAs contain two platforms: LXT and SXT. Virtex™-6 LXT
offers high-performance logic applications solutions. LXT has the
highest logic-to-feature ratio and the highest I/O-to-feature ratio.
Virtex™-6 SXT is a high-performance solution for Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) applications. SXT has the highest DSP-to-feature
ratio and the highest memory-to-feature ratio.
To ensure safe and reliable processing, WILDSTAR 6/AMC boards
come equipped with a proactive thermal management system.
Sensors across the board monitor power and temperature, with
automatic shutdown capability to prevent excessive heat buildup.
WILDSTAR 6/AMC boards are built with a rugged, durable design.
MicroTCA is complementary to the PICMG3.0 Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture (AdvancedTCA or PICMG 3.0).
Where AdvancedTCA is optimized for very high capacity, high performance applications, MicroTCA is designed to address cost-sensitive
and physically smaller applications with lower capacity, performance,
and perhaps less stringent availability requirements. MicroTCA
preserves many of the important philosophies of AdvancedTCA,
including basic interconnect topologies and management structure.
MicroTCA is a modular standard. By configuring highly diverse collections of AdvancedMCs in a MicroTCA Shelf, many different application
architectures can be easily realized. The common elements defined
by MicroTCA are capable of interconnecting these AdvancedMCs in
many interesting ways — powering and managing them, all at high
efficiency and low cost.
www.annapmicro.com
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The 2.5 GSps 10-Bit ADC FMC is mechanically and electrically compliant
to the FMC standard (ANSI/VITA 57.1). FMCs provide a standard mezzanine card form factor, connectors, and modular interface to an FPGA on
the mainboard. They are able to use industry-standard transceivers and
cables, which allow fast transmission of data to industry-standard devices.
This card is compatible with WILDSTAR 6/AMC mainboards.
www.annapmicro.com
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Annapolis Micro
Systems, Inc.
Dual 2.5 GSps 14-Bit
DAC FMC
The Dual 2.5 GSps 14-Bit DAC
FMC allows sample rates as high as 2.5 GSps. This sample rate is dependent upon the optional internal oscillator or supplied external clock to the
Digital-to-Analog Converter.
The Dual 2.5 GSps 14-Bit DAC FMC provides one to two channels of high
speed, precision digital-to-analog con-verter outputs to a compatible
motherboard. It provides excellent analog performance with flexible
high-precision trigger options.
The Dual 2.5 GSps 14-Bit DAC FMC is mechanically and electrically compliant
to the FMC standard (ANSI/VITA 57.1). FMCs provide a standard mezzanine
card form factor, connectors, and modular interfaces to an FPGA on the
main-board. They are able to use industry-standard transceivers and cables,
which allow fast transmission of data to industry-standard devices.
This card is compatible with WILDSTAR 6/AMC mainboards.
www.annapmicro.com
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North Atlantic
Industries
Sensor Interface
Unit - SIU31
Configure with up to 3 I/O and Communications Function Modules —
Over 40 different modules to choose from
Configure to Customize
The SIU31 is a highly configurable rugged system or subsystem ideally suited to support a multitude of Mil-Aero applications that require
high-density I/O, communications, Ethernet switching and processing.
The SIU31 uses one NAI field-proven 3U cPCI board to deliver off-theshelf solutions that accelerate deployment of SWaP-optimized systems
in air, land and sea applications.
Architected for Versatility
NAI’s Custom-On-Standard Architecture™ (COSA™) offers a choice of over
40 intelligent I/O, communications, Ethernet switch and SBC options.
Pre-existing, fully-tested functions can be combined in an unlimited
number of ways to quickly and easily meet system requirements.
www.naii.com
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SIE Computing Solutions, Inc.

Sponsored By:

717 Series Air-Over Conduction
Cooled ATR Enclosures

MicroTCA.4 12 Slot Chassis

The 717 Series is available in standard ARINC
sizes that include 1/2 ATR Short to 1-1/2 ATR Long
and any custom form factor. From bus standards
to application-specific custom designs, the 717
Series provides an expansive offering of ATRs for
platforms such as the VME, VME64x, VXS, VPX and
CPCI architectures. Designed specifically for rugged
deployment and to direct air over the thermal conducting walls, its cooling can be
configured to meet application requirements by either drawing air through
the walls and out a rear exhaust plenum or forcing air down the walls and
directing it away from the equipment. When configured for unpressurized
environments, the 717 Series can be configured with a high-altitude
cooling scheme to permit ultimate performance at altitudes up to 50,000 feet.
The 717 Series can be configured with optional avionics trays for isolation from
shock and vibration environments common to airborne, vetronics and shipboard
applications. For applications where stringent weight requirements are an issue,
SIE Computing Solutions offers a lightweight composite solution.
www.sie-cs.com
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MicroTCA.4 12 Slot Chassis for Advanced Physics
Applications – High-Speed Data Acquisition in
Test & Measurement Applications
Pentair introduces the new and upgraded MicroTCA.4 chassis for
Advanced Physics applications. The new version features enhanced
cooling with more even airflow through all areas of the chassis and
more robust mechanical features.

CompactPCI Serial gears up for the future
Modular and maintenance-friendly 19" mechanics, hot-swappability,
multi-processing, conductive cooling, long-term availability, and
extended temperature range are only a few of the benefits of
CompactPCI Serial.

The MicroTCA.4 12 slot system is for use in the most demanding test
& measurement applications. The MTCA.4 specification, developed
by the advanced physics community, incorporates the MicroRTM
section as well as other features. This system offers 12 front and 12
rear slots for double AMCs, two MCH slots and four Power Module
slots. The backplane uses dual star topology with direct connections
for SATA/SAS, clock and trigger lines per PICMG MTCA.4.

Watch the MEN Micro Elektronik GmbH video at:
xtca-systems.com/videos/video-future-compactpci-compactpci-serial

The system includes two hot swappable fan trays with a cooling unit
manager and the ability to independently control fan speed in the
front and RTM sections. Adjustments to the airflow within the system
enable cooling of the areas behind the MCH and Power Module slots.
The robust cooling system is capable of dissipating 80 W/front slot
and 30 W/RTM slot.
Developed in conjunction with the Advanced Physics scientific community, this chassis delivers the highest level of performance to
support AMC modules used in high-speed data acquisition and
control. This chassis has applications beyond particle accelerator
experimentation and can be used for system builds in any demanding test & measurement environment.

Test & Measurement

When faced with demanding applications, turn to the industry experts
with the proven track record. Pentair equipment runs in high-end
experiments around the world across a broad range of applications.

Schroff/Pentair
MicroTCA.4 Cube System
with MicroRTM
The MicroTCA.4 cube system is for
desktop or bench top use in demanding Test & Measurement applications.
The MTCA.4 specification, developed
by the advanced physics community, incorporates the MicroRTM section as
well as other features. This system offers 7 front and 6 rear slots for double
AMCs, an MCH and a Power Module. The backplane uses star topology
with connections per MTCA.4. The hot swappable fan tray includes a
cooling unit manager. The rugged case is portable and includes feet and
handles for ease of use. DC or AC Power Input Modules are available.

Product Model: 11850-026
Product URL: http://www.pentairprotect.com
Phone: 1.800.525.4682
Email: AskSchroff@pentair.com
www.pentairprotect.com
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Product Model: 11850-021
Product URL: http://www.pentairprotect.com
Phone: 1.800.525.4682
Email: AskSchroff@pentair.com
www.pentairprotect.com
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